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Herrington Day School, Incorporated, a day care center for children
from ages two to five, was established in 1974 to serve the economically
disadvantaged Perry Homes, Bankhead Court, and Bowen Homes Public Housing
projects. It operates primarily on contingency funds furnished by the
State Department of Human Resources CETA Title Twenty Program, Fulton
County, and the City of Atlanta.
My internship was served at Herrington Day School as a personnel
analyst under the auspices of the Governor’s Intern Program for a period
of approximately twelve weeks. The text of this paper is a compilation
of findings and observations discovered during and after the internship
period.
Purpose of the Study:
The purpose of the study is to identify the shortcomings of the
present job classification system~ in existence at Herrington Day School
and assess the degree to which it has affected employee productivity,
motivation, and morale. In addition to identifying the inadequacies of
the present classification system, the study proposes to create a
revised classification system whose purpose will be to specify standards
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of performance necessary for promotions. It is hoped that the creation
of the revised system will improve the productivity, motivation, and
morale of persons employed at the school.
The specific goals and objectives of the study are:
1. To identify the inadequacies of the present
job classification system and assess the
degree to which it has affected employee
productivity, motivation, and morale.
2. To substantiate the need for the creation
of a revised job classification system.
This will facilitate greater efficiency in
personnel transactions and reduce confusion
in job information. This will decrease the
possibility of error in both decision making
as well as in processing personnel records.
3. To facilitate the establishment of new
positions in relation to positions already
classified.
4. To lessen employee turnover by creating an
effective job classification system which
will be career oriented.
5. To give employees at the school a better
understanding of the lines of promotion
and to help prepare them for promotion.
6. To provide basic information with which to
develop training programs.
7. To provide a uniform and meaningful title
structure and terminology for use in pre
paring payrolls and budgets.
It is hoped that the creation and development of a job classifi
cation system within the organizational structure of Herrington Day
School will serve as a legitimate reference for present as well as
3
future organizational purposes.
Relevance of the Sty4yj
The basic building block and key element in the structure of any
organization is the job. How the job is designated and designed affects
the way in which the organization will function. Koontz and O’Donnell’s
textbook Management: A Systems and Contingency Analysis of Managerial
Functions states that “For an organizational role to exist and to be
meaningful to people, it must incorporate:
1. A clear concept of the major duties
or activities involved; and
2. An understood area of discretion or
authority so that the person filling
the position knows what he or she
can do to accomplish results.”
The problem under investigation is the result of an outdated job
design system for the positions within the organizational structure of
Herrington Day School. Consequently, the inadequacy of the present
system has led to:
A). A lack of understanding on behalf
of employees at the school as
to their respective job tasks,
duties, and responsibilities;
B). A high employee turnover rate
due to the absence of an admini
strative hierarchy; and
1Harold Koontz and Cyril O’Donnell, Management: A Systems and
Contingency Analysis of Managerial Functions (New York: McGraw-Hill,
Inc., 1976), p. 247.
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Delimitations of the Study:
The study will not take into consideration the worth of Herrington
Day School to the community at large.
The study will not assess the unusual qualifications of school
personnel.
The study will not measure the volume of work completed at the
school.
The study will not assess the scarcity of new employees at the
school.
The study will be limited to identifying the shortcomings of the
present job classification system in existence at the school, and the
possible effects it has had on employee performance. The study will
also attempt to create a revised position classification system within
the organizational structure of the school.
Methodology:
The methodology to be employed in the study will be aimed at:
1). Identifying and researching organizational
problems, such as imbalances in position
structuring, overlapping and duplicating
functions, fragmentation of organizational
structure; and
2). Developing a sound job classification
program which will alleviate the problems
identified.
The primary data to be used in the study will be obtained by:
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1). Developing a questionnaire(s) to be
completed by school personnel.
2). Observing employees in the work
setting.
3). Conducting interviews with school
personnel who occupy key and/or
supervisory positions, such as
group teachers, the lead teacher,
center coordinator, etc.
4). Reviewing the current organizational
chart and job descriptions.
5). Carefully analyzing relevant historical
data to ascertain the original intent
of the school and the progression from
one point in time to another.
6). Developing a work log of all tasks or
duties performed in the school over a
specific period of time to ascertain
scope and complexity of tasks assigned
to each position or employee.
Both primary and secondary data will be used in the study. Steps
one through six specifically outline the information to be. employed in
the creation of the classification system.
CHAPTER II
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE SCHOOL
Herrington Day School, Incorporated, was established September 1,
1973, by Mr. Eugene Herrington (the present Executive Director). The
founder1s original goals and objectives were to develop a new kind of
learning atmosphere for young children between the ages of two and
five. It was an attempt to remove day care from the realm of baby
sitting and to place it in a structured learning environment. Simul
taneously, Mr. Herrington sought to involve the parents in the academic,
social, and administrative life of the school.
Herrington Day School is an ideal setting in which to serve children
of low socio-economic and cultural categories, particularly, the low
income citizens of southwest Atlanta. The day school is located between
two low income housing complexes; neither of the two has any recreational
or child care facilities. Perry Homes Public Housing Project, which has
1,000 units; and Bowen Homes Public Housing Project, which has 650 units
are in close proximity to the school. Therefore, the school is currently
serving children from these three housing projects. Thus, there are
many low incomce children who can be served by a child development




Herrington Day School is funded under the auspices of the Atlanta
Fulton County Child Care Program. The City of Atlanta-Bureau of Human
Services has administered the child care program since 1974 by con
tracting with the Georgia State Department of Human Resources for
federal funds available through the CETA Title XX Program. The Title XX
Program is the overall responsibility of the United States Department of
Health, Education and Welfare. One unique feature of the program is the
fact that four levels of government participate in its funding. The
overall purpose of the program is the provision of child care and auxi
liary services in order for aid to dependent children (AFDC) and low
income families to:
1. Decrease and eliminate their need for
financial assistance from the Welfare
Department through employment which
provides for career ladder advancement.
2. Obtain their high school diploma and
vocational training, where needed, and
thereby improve their vocational skills.
3. Serve families who have other special
needs which can, in part, be met through
the provision of child care.
The funding sources which contribute to the operation and main
tenance of Herrington Day School operates according to the following
formula:
1. HEW-Title XX and the State of Georgia
contribute seventy-five percent of the
total operating funds for the school.
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2. The City of Atlanta and Fulton County
contribute the remaining twenty-five
percent of the total operating funds.
The exact amounts appropriated for the period beginning October 1,
1977 and ending February 28, 1977 are as follows:
Georgia Department of Human Resources $ 808,308.00
Title XX Funds - Day Care
Georgia Department of Human Resources 269,436.00
Match Donation - Day Care
Fulton County Share - Day Care 39,345.00
Atlanta City Share - Day Care (1977). 124,149.00
TOTAL $1,241,238.00
Of the $1,241,238.00 appropriated for the entire Atlanta-Fulton County
Day Care Program, Herrington Day School received $48,051.54; this is
approximately four-tenths of one percent of the total amount appro
priated.
The contractual agreements under which the school operates, with
the City of Atlanta, stipulate the formulas and requirements for the
expenditure of funds, appropriated to the school, and compliance with
project objectives as outlined in the work program. In order to assure
compliance with project objectives and fiscal accountability, Herrington
Day School is monitored and evaluated periodically, by the City of
Atlanta, to assess programmatic and fiscal functioning and make recom
mendations for improvements.
The following information is provided by the contractor to the City
of Atlanta on a monthly or quarterly basis:
A). Project expenditure data (monthly);
B). Attendance reports (monthly);
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C). Eligibility information (quarterly or
as determined by the State Department
of Human Resources; and
D). Output measures/performance measures
(monthly).
Personnel - Training and Education:
Herrington Day School employs approximately fourteen persons. The
positions within the organizational structure are disseminated as follows:
nine group teachers; one lead teacher; one social worker; one cook (part
time); one maintenance man; and one director.
The training and education which employees have had prior to working
at the school are are follows: Group Teachers - one group teacher has a
Masters Degree, six have Bachelors of Science or Art Degrees, one has an
Associates Degree, and one has not attended college, but has considerable
experience; Lead Teacher - the lead teacher is a Masters Degree candldate
in early childhood education; Social Worker - the social worker has a
Bachelors Degree; Cook - the part-time cook has ten years experience in
the field; Maintenance Man - the maintenance man also has considerable
experience in his field; and, the School Director has a Masters Degree
in social planning.
The School conducts a training program in conjunction with the
Georgia State Department of Early Childhood Education. The training
program is mandatory for all teachers at Herrington Day School and is
transferable toward the Masters Degree in Early Childhood Education.
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Organizational Structure:
Herrington Day School. is governored by a seven-man Board of Di
rectors which is comprised primarily of educators and community per
sons. The Board of Directors is primarily responsible for the in-house
policies of the school. The Atlanta-Fultori County Day Care Program as
well as the Georgia State Department of Human Resources (as mentioned
earlier) are the prime sponsors for the school under the CETA Title XX
Program. Therefore, according to the grant contract, they are required
to monitor the school on a quarterly basis. The monitoring phase is
essentially a mechanism by which the prime sponsors seek to ascertain
whether the school has complied with the criteria guidelines stipulated
in the original grant contract which covers the following areas:
A). The financial accountability of the
school;
B). The safety of the school facility; and
C). The quality of the educational program
in existence at the school.
The Parent Advisory Committee is self explanatory; it is a group of con
cerned parents who seek to maintain the well being of the school by
raising funds for school supplies when the school cannot afford them and
maintaining a harmonious relationship with the community at large in
order to promote the image of the school as a community based social
welfare institution.
The School Director is directly accountable to the Board of Di
rectors, the State Department of Human Resources, and the Atlanta-Fulton
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County Day Care Program as well as the Parent Advisory Committee. The
Director is responsible for operating the school in a manner that con—
•tributes to the growth and development of the children through:
1. The development and execution of an on-going
program of group activities that contribute
to the care, growth, and development of the
children who attend the center.
2. The maintenance of a physical environment
that conforms to governmental and agency
standards of safety and cleanliness, and
is conducive to the optimal growth and
development of the children who attend the
school.
3. Participating in departmental staff meetings.
4. The supervision of the reclamation and inventory
of supplies and equipment for the center.
5. The supervision of the record keeping for the
center that is required by governmental and
agency policy.
6. Collecting fees and transmitting them to
the bookkeeper.
7. Enrolling children and establishing fees to
be paid by individual families in accordance
with agency policy.
The Social Worker as well as the Lead Teacher, the Cook, and the
Custodian is directly accountable to the School Director. The Social
Worker is responsible for the direct provision of social services to
families of children enrolled in any portion of the d.ay care program
by:
1. Evaluating family situations of those
persons who wish to be served by the day
care program at the school. And, planning
with them the most appropriate use of the
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daycare program.
2. Referring families for alternative
community services when the day
care program is not appropriate.
3. Maintaining helping relationships
with assigned families.
4. Evaluating children’s adjustment
to the day care program.
5. Assisting the School Director by
enrolling children, participating
in planning and executing parent
activities, and observing children
with special problems.
The Lead Teacher (as mentioned previously) is directly accountable
to the School Director and is responsible for the direct supervision and
coordination of group teachers in the development of a daily program for
a group of children in the school by:
1. Assisting in the development and
execution of an on-going program of
group activities that contributes to
the care, growth, and development of
the children who attend the center.
2. Supervising and evaluating group
teachers, paid and volunteer, employed
by the school.
3. Teaching groups of children as required.
4. Planning and conducting regular and
called meetings of the teaching staff.
5. Reporting both verbally and in writing
to the School Director.
6. Scheduling assignments of center per
sonnel, preferably group teachers.
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The resource curriculum teacher is directly accountable to the lead
teacher and is responsible for researching and implementing innovative
approaches to the educational process by:
1. Assisting in the development and execution.
of the educational program in existence
at the school.
2. Teaching groups of children as required.
3. Conducting educational enrichment pro
grams for the school staff.
The Group Teachers are directly accountable to the lead teacher.
They are responsible for planning and conducting the daily program for a
group of children in the school by:
1. Planning and conducting daily activities
for children.
2. Supervising personnel assigned to assist
with daily group activities.
3. Preparing educational materials required
to implement the daily activity plan.
4. Maintaining an orderly physical environment
conducive to the optimal growth and develop
ment of the children.
5. Attending staff and parent meetings and
contributing to the meetings.
6. Sharing information appropriately with
other staff members.
7. Relating to parents of children in the
group to plan for activities, designed to
foster the, growth and development of
each child.
8. Observing, recording, and reporting
significant individual and, group behavior.
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The Assistant Teachers are directly accountable to the group
teacher and are responsible for assisting the group teachers with:
1. Planning and conducting daily activities
for children.
2. Preparing educational materials required
to implement the daily activity plan.
3. Maintaining an orderly physical environment
conducive to the optimal growth and develop
ment of children.
4. Observing, recording, and reporting signi
ficant individual and group behavior.
•The Teacher Aides are volunteers who are responsible for:
1. Filling in when employees are absent.
2. Assisting teachers during field trips.
3. Donating their services wherever they
are needed.
ORGANIZATIONAL CHART of HERRINCTON DAY SCHOOL, Inc.
3Herrington Day School, Atlanta, Georgia, “Third Quarterly Report
to the State Department of Human Resources for the period covering
December-March., 1975”, Atlanta, Georgia, 1 April 1975.
CHAPTER III
WEAKNESSES OF THE JOB CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
For the purpose of the study, employee productivity
will be measured by the quantity and quality of work per
formed, the willingness to work, and the length of time
required to perform specific tasks.
The writer’s assessment of employee productivity at
the school is mixed. For instance, on many occasions
during the internship period, the writer would find emplo
yees sleeping on the job, spending excessive amounts of
time on the phone or just socializing among themselves.
In the meantime, their respective duties were being neg
lected. As a personnel analyst, it was the responsibility
of the writer to document and investigate discrepancies
between position descriptions and job tasks completed during
the course of a given work day. The writer’s findings and
observations were:
A). The position descriptions for
many of the jobs within the
organizational structure of the
school were, for the most part,
grossly inaccurate and outdated.
Therefore, they did not reflect
the totality of tasks completed
during the course of a given
16
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work day and in some instances
were exaggerating the relative
importance of the position com
pared with other positions.
B). There was not enough supervisory
checks and balances to ensure
completion of assigned tasks.
C). In a few instances, employees
lacked a clear concept of their
major job duties and/or responsi
bilities and the relationship
their duties had to the total
operation of the school. In other
words, there was no syste&s ap
proach to the administration of
the school. This problem arose
because of the absence of a mean
ingful class and title structure,
delineating the systematic arrange
ment of work assignments among
school personnel.
D). Many of the skills and knowledge
of employees were under-utilized
because they did not understand
their area of discretion or autho
rity. As a result, people filling
the positions at the school did not
know what he or she could do to
accomplish results. This problem
is due to a lack of proper super
vision on behalf of the first-line
supervisor (lead teacher).
E). The selection criteria for positions
within the organizational structure
of Herrington Day School is highly
inadequate. This is attributable
to the absence of qualifications
statements delineating the experi
ence, skills, knowledge, and abili
ties, which each employee should
possess prior to entering employment
at Herrington Day School.
F). •There are no verifiable or quanti
fiable organizational goals and
18
objectives for purposes of
evaluation of program perfor
mance.
Employee Attitudes:
The nature of employment at Herrington Day School,
which is a community based social welfare organization
with limited financial resources and a very centralized
organizational hierarchy, is tenuous. Many employees
expressed their opinions to the writer during interviews.
They viewed employment at Herrington Day School as:
A). A dead-end job that offered them
little chance for advancement or
upward mobility.
B). A temporary job that would suffice
until they found a better paying
one.
C). A job which requires an unusual
amount of skill, patience, and
energy withäut affording them ade
quate compensation in terms of
wages, and fringe benefits.
D). A job in which the management has
little or no sensitivity for the
conceptual working environment or
the well being of employees.
The attitudes expressed on behalf of the employees
at the school are the results of working for an organiza
tion which receives the bulk of its funding from contin
gency monies. Thus, the organi zation can only program
matically plan for each year. Subsequently~ this condi
tional situation adversely impacts on the work environment
19
more specifically, personnel matters.
On the other hand, the School Director’s recruit
ment and selection philosphy, which is based primarily
on a CETA requirement, is to hire people who have had
poor work records and make some attempts to rehabilitate
them, thereby giving them a chance to prove themselves
worthy of retaining permanent employment at Herrington
Day School.4 The School Director responded to the
criticism fo the employees during an interview with the
writer. The Director feels that many of the employees
at the school :~
A). Try to take advantage of his
generosity by taking excessive
sick days, missing PTA meetings,
arguing with supervisors, etc.
8). Do not possess the skills, know
ledge, and abilities or attitudes
to do an effective job at the
school
C). Let their personal problems affect
their job performances thereby using
them as an excuse for poor performance.
0). Do not take the initiative to make
an attempt to improve the conditions
at the school on their own. Instead,
the Director feels that they wait for
him to make all their decisions for
them.
4lnterview with Eugene Herrington, Herrington Day
School , Atlanta, Georgia, 12 August 1977.
5lbid.
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E). Exhibit little or no loyalty
to the school and try to take
advantage of every opportunity
they get.
Performance Appraisal
A careful review of the employee evaluations con
ducted at the school semi-annually indicates that half of
the employees at the school were working far below the
minimum standards of acceptable performance. A review
of the files indicates that those persons ranked below
average were allowed to remain in their positions without
fear of disciplinary or administrative action. Those
persons receiving higher evaluations received no rewards
or incentives for their performance. This poses a funda
mental question, why should one waste time with evaluations
if they are not used for the purpose for which they are
intended; the. assessment of the relative efficiency of
employees in a given work setting.
Ideally, evaTuations should be used.as a basis for
determining the effectiveness and/or efficiency which
employees exhibit in the accomplishment of their respective
job tasks. Evaluations should be one basis for administra
tive decisions regarding personnel . If they are ignored
and pushed into a vacant file, the, result is usually counter
productive. Such is the case at Herrington Day School.
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When ineffective job performance is allowed to go unpun
ished and efficient job performance is allowed to go
unrewarded, the results are usually negative. The pur
pose of evaluation is to provide the employee with feed
back on his or her job performance and to offer possible
suggestions for improvement. If the employees do not have
adequate feedback on job performance, then they naturally
assume their work is satisfactory. Or, if a person is
doing above-average work and he r.eceives no feedback on his
job performance, then oftentimes he will naturally decrease
his efforts because there are no incentives or rewards for
his efforts. Such is the case at Herrington Day School;
Management has let below-average work flourish without
any feedback, thereby decreasing the productivity of rela
tively efficient employees.
Analysis of the Results of the Interviews and Questionnaires:
The interviews conduct&d at the school revealed that
many of the employees have very negative attitudes about
their employment. More specifically, the more common com
plaints were as follows:
A). They feel that the job requires
an unusual amount of skill, patience,
and energy without affording them
adequate compensation in terms of
wages and fringe benefits.
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B). They feel that the management
(Executive Director) has little
or no sensitivity for their finan
cial or physical well being or the
conceptual working environment.
The attitudes expressed bythe employees at the
school are primarily attributal to the fact that Herring-
ton Day School operates on contingency funds received from
four sources. The operating funds are very minimal and
must be used very sparingly for personnel matters; such as,
raises, group insurance, etc., therefore, many of the em
ployees at, the school are somewhat underpaid.
On the other hand, the School Director feels that he
has done many of the employees at the school a favor by
hiring them in the first place. According to the Director,
“Most of the employees at the school have experienced a
number of work-related probl ems prior to working at Herring-
ton and their negative attitudes have obviously followed
them to their present positions.” The Director further
stated that “He would be willing to do anything recommended
in order to remedy the very negative relationship between
himself and the employees.” At this point, the executive
director allowed the writer to require that each staff
member complete a task/job analysis questionnaire. The
employees were given a week to record all tasks which they
completed during the course of a given work day and tran






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































discrepancy is contrary to
one of the fundamental prin
cipals of job classification
which is equal pay for equal
work.
D). There is no uniform class and
title strutcture within the
classification system delinea
ting the increased responsibi
lity demanded of employees as
they become more proficient
in their present positions,
over a specified amount of time.
The attitudes exhibited by the employees at Herring-
ton Day School as well as the School Director are counter
productive and can only bring harm to the organization.
Itis very important that an atmosphere of cooperation and
unity of effort be established at the school. This atmo
sphere of cooperation must revolve around the desire on
behalf of the employees and the management of the school
to resolve their differences and channel all their efforts
toward the accomplishment of the goals and objectives of
the school. As an outside personnel analyst, it was the
duty of the writer to make some attempts to rectify the
situation and help resolve the difference between the
management and staff of the school. The following chapter
will outline the strategies and/or procedures necessary
to resolve most of the problems encountered and formulate
a conceptual framework for future organizational planning
and development at the school.
CHAPTER IV
PROPOSED REVISION OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM
The previous chapter entitled, “Weaknesses of the
Job Classification System”, outlined the ~problems which
were identified within the organizational structure of
Herrington Day School during the writer’s twelve week
internship at the school.
The objectives of this chapter are to propose~ a
series of strategies and procedures which will alleviate
the problems identified in the previous chapter and
create a framework for future organizational planning and
development.
The strategies and procedures which should be imple
mented at Herrington Day School are:
1. The creation of a uniform class and title
structure which will accurately reflect
the specific type, level, and complexity
of work performed. The uniform class and
title structure should include the title,
a brief statement describing the work
performed in the class, the nature of the
work, examples of the work, minimum educa
tion and experience requirements, essential
operational traits and special requirements
if any are needed. The establishment of a
uniform class and title structure will enable




a. To get a better understanding
of the nature of the organiza
tion and the division of work.
b. To get a better understanding
of the lines of authority.
c. To establish new positions
in relation to positions
already classified.
d. To assure employees that their
jobs have been objectively ana—
lyz~d and that uniform treatment
will be accorded to salary and
other matters where positions
having similar duties are in-
vol ved.
e. To conduct more effective eval
uations based on the prescribed
activities and tasks associated
with the positions.
f To give employees at the school
a better understanding of the
lines of promotion and to help
prepare them for promotions.
g. To provide a general basis for
advertising job opportunities
and for providing answers to
applicants’ questions about the
requirements of the job.
2. The creation of a curriculum committee made
up of group teachers. The curriculum commit
tee will replace the position of resource
curriculum teacher which should be abolished
and reclassified. The creation of the cur
riculum committee will enable the group
teachers:
a. To have some input in the vari
ous activities which they will
engage in during the course of
a given day.
b. To become more interested in the
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quality of the educational
program offered at the
school
c. To exercise their indepedent
judgment and assume leader
ship ‘roles at the school.
3. The establishment of a more efficient
planning mechanism, whereby the school
director and the board of directors
formulate goals and objectives on an
annual basis. The establishment of a
more efficient planning mechanism will:
a. Be a basis for decidin,g upon
yearly organizational goals
and objectives and the acti
vities necessary for their
accomplishment.
b. Serve as a strategy for
identifying and choosing
alternative courses, formu
lating derivative plans, and
quantifying plans by budgeting.
c Enhance the future viability




The increasingly large part played by position—
classification plans in the personnel machinery of
government has been due to practical demonstrations
of the advantages that are gained through the use of
this management device. These advantages, summarized
hereafter, are of such importance and variety as to
appeal readily to officials confronted with problems of
general administration, personnel administration, budget
control or salary legislation.
One feature of a position-classification plan that
makes its benefits felt in many directions is that it
establishes a common language; a uniform, significant,
and defined terminology for the naming of positions.
Those positions which are so nearly alike in duties
and responsibilities that they can be considered together
as a unit for employment and pay purposes are placed in
the same class and are given the same descriptive title,
the meaning of which is explained in a written definition
or class titles as a common language device for records,




In establishing and administering pay rates for
positions in the public service and apart from any other
factor of salary policy, one of the most important
objectives to be secured is plain equity. The pay scale
at any time for a stenographer doing a certain class of
work should be the same, whether it be Herrington Day
School or state or local government that pays the salary.
Positions involving duties and responsibilities of higher
order should be compensated in due relation to those of
less importance. In other words, scales of pay must be
logically and consistently related to work performed.6
Thus, through the use of a position classification plan
as a base, the same pay scale is made to apply to all
positions involving equal work under the same employment
conditions; and different pay scales are applied in proper
sequence to positions involving different work.
In budget making, administrative officials, as in the
case of Herrington Day School , can use the classification
plan as a definite tool for presenting requests for funds
for personnel. Schedules of positions are built upon the
6Frank J. Becvar, “A Method of Grading and Valuing
Operations”, Annals of the American Academy of Political
and Social Science, Vol. C., No. 189, March, 1960, p. 17.
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official class titles, which have the same meaning to the
writer and the reader of the schedules, each title being
supportable, if necessary, by an official explanation in
the form of a class specification.. Masses of detail can
be diminished greatly by the listing of positions by
classes, showing the number in each class. Thereby, eli
minating time spent dealing with individual positions, in
comparing one position with another and in endeavoring to
find out what position titles mean. Through the use of
a position classification plan, time can be saved and
devoted to broader questions.
A position classification plan, embodying written
specifications showing the training, experience, knowledge,
and skills, which employees should possess at entrance to
each class of positions, has a pivotal place in the effec
tive planning of such activities and the conduct of the
numerous transactions involved. It serves as an orderly
arrangement of facts about the duties, responsibilities,
and qualification requirements of positions. These are
facts that form the basis for planning and preparing tests,
for informing prospective applicants or other interested
persons about the duties of the positions to be filled
and the essential qualifications to be tested and rated,
in the course of preparing eligibility lists, and for
controlling the use of these lists in the filling of re
quisitions for certification of eligibles.
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Before general policies can be determined and pro
cedures laid down for promotions, more must be known about
the positions within the organization and especially their
relationship to one another in rank and kind of work.
Because promotion is the movement of an employee to a
higher position, the relative place of each position in a
promotional sequence needs to be known. Areas of activity
from which employees may be drawn for higher positions
need to be identified. The qualifications necessary for
each position have to be known. All this information,
however, is directly furnished by a properly constituted
position classification plan.7
In general, it may be said that there is no important
phase of a modern personnel program in which a position
classification plan is not a convenient aid. For example,
an important phase of personnel administration is the
evaluation of employees, a necessary step in discovering,
developing, retaining, and utilizing to the fullest extent
the most able and efficient employees. The building of a
service rating program for this purpose is aided by the
existence of a position classification plan, which supplies
the factual and analytical foundation upon which the final
7Gordon S. Watkins and Paul A. Dodd, The Management of
Labor Relations, (McGraw-Hi]], 1968), p. 138.
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determination of rating factors may proceed, class by
class, instead of individual position by individual
position.8
By the orderly inventory and analysis of the duties
and responsibilities of positions, the discovery of their
supervisory relationships, and the tracing of flow of
work tasks all of which are carried out in classification
surveys--facts are disclosed which serve classification
and organization purposes equally. Although the classi
fication process does not of its own force carry with it
the authority to prescribe or change organizational struc
ture, lines of responsibility, work sequences, or the num
ber of positions of. each kind, it must go into these fea
tures in order to show what exists in all respects. The
picture thus revealed, perhaps for the first time, may be
so illogical or wasteful that it calls for attention and
correction. Whomever the official having the power to
make the correction, the classification facts are his
basic tools and the classes and class titles of the posi
tion classification plan is his language fdr expressing
such corrections and making them understandable to others.
It is a wise manuever, in the public service in which
Herrington Day School is included, to engage in positive
8Lewis Meriam, “The Uses of A Personnel Classification
in the Public Service”, Annals of the American Academy of
Political Science, May, 1964, p. 216.
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steps to maintain and improve the effectiveness of
working forces. A basic policy in this direction is that
personnel matters shall be administered according to defi
nite policies, sound principles, and clear procedures for
mulated in advance. Morale is an uncertain factor when
personnel matters are decided in a haphazard way as indi
vidual cases arise..~ Such, is the case at Herrington Day
School; the absence of sound policies and procedures
governing personnel matters eventually led to poor morale
and a large amount of apathy on behalf of management as
well as staff. In this particular case, a position classi
fication plan has definite contributions to make because of
the foundation it provides for broad planning and for uni
formity and equity of action. However, in many phases of
personnel administration, position classification plans are
as conducive to good service as they are potential sources
of friction and controversy.
Moreover, emphasis should be placed not only upon the
final results of the classification process or their use in
pay, promotion, or training programs but also upon certain
of its inherent steps, particularly those which are in
volved in the security of information about individual posi
tions. In classification surveys, opportunity is given
executives, supervisors, and employees to write descriptions
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of their own work, to think about and discuss the re
lations of their work with the work of other employees,
to become appreciative of the part their positions play
in the whole activity of their organization, and perhaps
to realize fully for the first time why their work is
constituted as it is. The more clearly workers are
encouraged to identify themselves with their organization
and to appreciate their part in it, the more efficient
as workers and the more happy as individuals they are
apt to be.
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M ~ R ~ A L ~ A C I ~
About the Posjtion Classification and Pay Study
The Civil Service Co-ntission
l.a co~ductiriq a review arid
updatin; of the. classification
and salar;~ pro;rar~.
The main purpose of this
survey is to see that all em
ployees receive adequate
salaries and EQUAL PAY
FOR EQUAL WORK.
The first step in the sur
‘icy is to find out the specific
duties and requirements of
each job in all departments
to be covered. To accom
plish this task we are distri
buting questionnaires so that
each of you can write do.-in
all th~ things you do ri per.
forming your joo.
REMEM8ER—FOR THE PUR
POSE AND EVALUATION WE
ARE INTERESTED IN THE DU
TIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
OF THE JOB AND NOT IN
YOUR PERSONAL QUALIFI
CATIONS OR YOUR MANNER
OP PERFORMANCE!!!
of the job. This aids in deter
mining the appropriate job
title and the relative impor
tance of ycur job comoared
to others• in the organization.
The Job Analysts will then
review the description of
your job and make such
on-the-spot study as may be
necessary to make sure that
it is complete and accurate.
The Analysts will then ana
lyze your job and evaluate it
with other similar jobS.
THEY WILL PLACE IT IN
A GROUP OF LIKE JOBS
TO RECEIVE LIKE PAY.
This group of jobs arid your
individual job will be given
the same appropriate de
scriptive title.
Ii, order to evaluate the job
groups, the Analysts will consider
the DUTIES, RESPONSIBILI
TIES, and QUALIFICATION
REQUIREMENTS for each job,
and will prepare detailed descrip
tions for each group of like jobs.
Each group will be evaluated on
the basis of several primary fac
tors which contribute to job
value, such as:
1. Previous EXPERIENCE
needed to properly perform the
duties.
2. RESPONSIBILITIES, for as
sets, records, supervision of em
ployees, etc.
3, MENTAL SKILLS and DE
MANDS required for the job.
4. PHYSICAL DEMANDS of the
job.
5. Working conditions SUR
ROUNDINGS and HAZARDS.
6. JUDGMENTS and DECI
SIONS made.
Grading of the different
groups of jobs (for Salary
purposes) will be based on
comparison arid relative
values and on the prevailing
salaries paid for similar types
of work by other employers
in the labor market.
• Adoption of the revised
• job evaluation and pay plan
will assure the following
main benefits:
- Uniform titles, with
like pay for like positions.
2. Complete description
in specifications of the
current main duties, respon
sibilities and qualification
requirements for all jobs.
3. Adequate oay sche
dules ba5e’i on prevailing
rates of pay and relative job
values.
4. Identification of nor
mal lines of advancemeni as
a basis for career develop
ment and training programs.
Your supervisor will. review
your ~ob description and add
his or her cor~ents, if arv,
on the duties and resce-isi—
bilities. Your supervisor
w~l1 also give his or her
opinion of tSr’. XI~IY1Tht qual
ifications of trainjnz and ex
perience which a new erplovee
should have in order to per—
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SCAR~C1TY OP NEW EMPLOYEES
THESE DO:
PER.5O~LITY
1. ?~ture arid variety of work.
2. Difficulty of the work.
3. Authority and re8ponsibility exercised.
4. Extent of ~pervisory controi~ over the work.
5. Qualification re~~rer~ents of the work.
XI~IN3ddV
INSTRUCTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR
This is a job inventor. It is not concerned with your abili
on the job orwith your quahbcations. The kind of work
an do and the responsibili nes of your position arc the
hugs to be shown on the classification questionnaire.
This survey k simply aim analysis of time duties and responsi—
ililies if pnSiUonS in order to develop a classification plan.
‘his I lan will consist of a grouping together of all positions
avi TmI~ substantially si nila r d u ties and responsibilities and
equiring like abilities anti skills for successful performance.
The classification plan is used as time basis for sound prac.
ices in selection, promotion, and transfer, and for uniform
nd eq ui table CO~~CflS~L tiofl standards. It is essential that time
tan be accurate arid fair, Therefore, detailed and exact in
ormation about the duties and responsibilities of each posi.
ion is necessary.
You are the best person to provide complete information
bout your job. You know the exact duties you perform and
Read these instructions carefully. Write your answers on
flC COPY of the questionnaire. See that they are correct and
omplete. Then type your answers on the other two sheets.
ign arid return time two typewritten forms to your super—
‘isor within five days. Keep your work copy of the question
ai re
If you cannot type yourself, write your answers on one
beet and return the forms to your supervisor for copying
vithirm live days. lie ~vill return the forms to you for review,
Jating, anti signature. ‘I’Iien return the typewritten copies to
tim and keep the shP.cl which you filled out originally.
The following explanation will help you to understand
ust what infonnation is wanted. Read the explanation for
~acli item just before answering each question.
TEM 1 — Give your last name fIrst, then your first name,
hen your middle initial. Indicate whether Mr., Mrs., or
\liss by crossing out the two designations which do not
~pply.
TEM 2 — Give your present official title as earned on the
Dayrohl. If you do not know, ask your supervisor. Under
‘Usual Working Title of Position,” write the title you and
your fellow workers customarily usc for your job.
your responsibilities. Consequently, you are asked to fill in
the classification questionnaire. Use great care in doing this,
so that a clear and complete understanding of your job can
be obtained from your answers. The information provided
through questionnaires will be supplemnen ted by in formation
obtained by discussions of the work of individual positions
with supervisors and the employees tbrtiisrlves in a number
of cast’s. I lowever, the information provided by you on your
classification questionnaire will be very important in deter
mining in what class your position belongs. Your statements
will not be changed by your supervisor.
Do not copy other people’s answers even though their work
is the same as your own. We want your own statement of
your work—not the ideas of others about your work. Ask
your supervisor to explain questions you do not understand,
but use your own words in answering all questions. If you
are new on your job, ask your supervisor what duties you
will have in addition to those with whicir you have already
become familiar.
TEM 3 — Indicate your regularly established work sched
ule, showing your regular starting and stopping times for
each day, the length of your regularly established lunch pe
riod, and the total number of hours in your regularly ~..ab
lished work week, If your official work schedule varies from
week to week, show the average number of hours you work
in the space for “Total i-Irs. per Wk.” If you are subject to
rotating shifts, explain the system of rotation as it affects
you, indicating whether you change shifts at weekly or
monthly intervals and what shifts you rotate through. If
your job requires that you be available at a specified loca
tion a fixed period each week for emergency service as re
quired, in addition to your regular work time, indicate the
average number of hours per week involved in this “on-call”
or “stand-by” time.
ITEM 4 — Enter the name of the major branch of the juris
diction in which you are employed, giving the name of the
deparunent, board, or cormunission iii which you work.
ITEM 5 — Enter the name of that division or other principal
subdivision of the department in which you work.
ITEM 6 — Enter the name of that section or other unit of
the division or institution in which you are employed.
-
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FILLING OUT POSITION CLASSIFICATION QUESTIONNAIRE
Do Not A Itenipt To Fill Out Questionnaire Until You
Have Read These Instructions
WHAT THE CLASSIFICATION SURVEY IS
PART 1— TO THE EMPLOYEE
S
ITEM 7 — Enter t.he roorn flu other, ho i!cling rianie c’r strr
!o~ation of building, and name of sf” city in which ou
work, as Room 182, Memonal I losnital. Capital City. If you
work out of doors or on projects at difT”rent lncatior:s, as
in a highway district or on institut:onal premises, give the
room number, buildirw name, or Street location of building,
and city in which your headquarters are located—that is,
the place where you report for instruct.ions, etc.
ITEM 8—Indicate by checking the appropriate box whether
your job is full-time or part-time, and ‘~.hether it is of a year-
round character or whether you are employed only, for ex
ample, for the summer months or for some other limited
period. If you work part-time, indicate whether you work
half-time, three-quarters time, five hours a week, or other
wise show what proportion of full-time employ-rnent is in
volved in your job. H you work seasonally or on a temporary
basis, indicate for how lor.g a period your employment is ex
pected to continue during the year.
ITEM 9 — If you receive maintenance in the form of meals,
lodging, laundry, or the like, either for yourself or for both
yourself and your family, in addition to your cash salary,
check the “Yes” box. Maintenance, as used here, does not
refer to reimbursement for travel and transportation ex
penses incurred in the course of official travel.
ITEM 10—This, the most important question on the form,
is s%’here ~cru tell itt deitil sshat ~r,tr do. En It kind of
work ti-tat you do should be carefully explained. The task
which you consider most important should be given first, fol
lowed by the less important work, until the least important
is described, If your work varies from season to season or at
specific times, duties should be grouped t6gether according
to such periods. Give your com~iIetc work assignments over
a Iorii~ enor::~l I per;’ d of tulle to Picture your job as a whole.
If one I nd of work takes one-hall your time, say so. If an
ot}ir’r kind takes one day a month, say that. You may prefer
to sluow she time spent on different duties as percentages or
fractions, as 75~ of your time, or one-third of the year. Use
whatever method you think will give a clear umiderstandint~
of how you spend your working time, but be sure to show
how munch time is used for each tyPe of work. Do not state
it is imuf )OScil)IC to cstirilate the time spent on various tasks; it
may be difficult, but you arc in a better position to do this
than anyone else.
If you are performing duties other than those of your
usual position, describe both. In describing the temporary
position, you should give the name of the person you are
replacing, how long you have been filling in for him, how
long you expect to continue doing so, and the reason, such
as vacation, sick leave, etc.
If necessary for a full explanation of your job, attach
copies of forms used, being careful to explain how each is
used and what entries you make, but do not attach copies
unless you feel they are needed to describe your work.
Make your description so clear that anyone who reads
your answer, even if he knows nothing about your job, will
U n(lersla rid w.ha t on do. lIe specific; (10 not use genera I
phr;rses.
Examples of work in different fields are given below as a
guide to the kind of statements wanted. Do not copy these
examples—use your own words. Ordinarily it will take all
she space provided on the questionnaire to tell what you do.
If you do not have enough space, attach additional sheets.
EXAMPLES IN THE LABOR FIELD (Skilled arid Unskilled)
2 mont.hi: I dig trenches with pick and shovel. Mr. Brown, my boss, tells me where to dig and when to stop.
I month: I fill wheel barrow, with sand or gravel and take it to the concrete mixe.r. I tamp concrete after it is poured into forms,
1 month: Etc. I ride a ten-ton flat-bed truck and help load and unload bags of cement, heavy rock, reinforcing steel etc. Wc
generally haul from the warehouse yards to maintenance or construction jobs. I wash the truck . . . etc.
3 month,: I operate a tractor on construction work as followz~
I month: Hoisting work with a two. or tbree-dru.m hoist. (Vacation relief.) ,
2 months: Pile driving for retaining walls, excavations, and foundations. Sometimes I . . . etc.
EXAMPLES IN THE CLERICAL AND RELATED FIELDS . .
Average 4 hrs. I type vouchers in duplicate to accompany invoices, after thry have been approved by Mr. Jones and extensions
per day: checked by Miss Smith.
2 bra.: I type reports from rough pencil copy.
1 hr.; Etc. I also . . . etc. . ‘
2 days: I file purchase orders chronologically and by rlepartmnr-nt and vendor.
I day; Etc. . I sort and distribute letters.
10%: 1 take dictation from Mr Brown, including lettrr,, rncrnor.,ird.i, and drafts of speeches, but Miii Whlte takes all his
encrineering dictation. . ..
5%: Etc. I file . . . etc.
XAMPLES IN THE ENGINEERING FIELD
3 months: I I.iv on t and t t.t’~ pI.~ n.lOlile sh~rt, fur st r~ t mpro% —trirt~ t~. I rrducr tui~~v nnt,, halancr traveriri 1 nd plot maps
front the fld bnok~ bmou~ht in b, thc R~1d sur~ry parties. ako plot cro~s•sr’ lions and planinictrr for cut and fill areas.
~ months: Etc. I draft . . . etc.
XAMPLES IN THE ACCOUNTING rIELD
0% 1 ~up~r.i,— thrcr tltrks assi~nro to th~ Cost accounting lyorni for rr,,vl construction and ,ylaintrn,Inrr.
10%: 1 a~s:nb1 job rccord rr ports, posi to summary shreis, ant bi other routine work.
5%: 1 tabulate and prose material fur werkly, monthly, and arriutl rrporu.
2%: Etc; I compile . etc.
EXAMPLES IN.. THE CUSTODIAL FIELD
1/2 day: Washing floor,, wall,, windows, and woodwork by hand.
1/3 day: Polishing, metal; waxing and polishing floors with a polishing machine.
ITEWi 11 —.—(ive use sisme .irid title of will :ntii;tl ito.
medi.tte SUpCF% isor—— the ( resc tisie!, section leclet or
similar person to witotti ‘ui looL for orders. olvic C 111
(1e(icions and ts ito prth.ihlv works vet ~ loselv md cli.
rcctiv With ~OU.
ITEM 12 — 1! you have r vc or fewer persons tinder ~oti r
stipert isioti. gise their nrnles anti pat roll titles. If mot’c’
th;ut five. gi~e their payroll titles anti give the numhec’
of CrI5pl()~eCs tinder eiu h title. If on supervise no em—
pl0~ teS. ss’ri IC “tmtie.’
ITEM 13— 1.ist here att~ major Items of e1tiipinvnt. lisa—
hines. or olTice appliances whit Ii ‘on use in ~‘onr wot k
irid the approximate percenttge 01 ‘our seniking time
is ‘.‘ott sj.ientl in tisc operation of eac Ii.
ITEt~~ 14— ~\‘h;tt instructions or tliiectiotss d0 ‘our so—.
};(‘ri()rs gist’ ‘tot itt ii at itti Its titc’ ts’ttrk wit cio~ I 11)5%’
t let ii cii ire it 1st ri it 11411% II 0 iii t is it;i ‘~i~i ci.’ Itt c !~t .11111
~ttui ,ctt to titi ii~ ‘too iti;.~ !1;ive hid IlIstrilt 11)115 tIllS
islitis ‘(III were hess tilt the jtthi. ‘lilt Ills I ~ i,tl ill—
sImm tiltils ss’ith (‘it It new t,tsk. l)est mdcc Iii’ tilt ire auth
(‘Nt(’tst of the flisirlit ti’5t5s toti tnt (‘Ite
ITEM 15— r)escrwe tile hici k to review that is tutade of
~oor work c’ tltc’rn mv ~utitoni;iIic tltnc ks is othtc’r
olltt es. cit are t here proced lit CS ttIll( hi ‘.~ott lii I II) Ii itt
errors ~oii might itc,tke~ I how miii or titt hi sbus Slit
IsIake a bout ~ntcu sstst k? I )esc ri he 5th Ii fe_i iii (5 .1% ‘I 1O’sC,
iTEM 16 — E~ iii. in he tic lute a tsd 1 tpl se UI 11110 tr 1,1111
1 DItto Is ‘(ill Iii sm’ is iii ~‘ ‘It’ iii bitt I Ii;’ ti st’iit nIb
is tt kt’rs, Is t lsc liii r1 tsC Itt 4)1)1 l~li t t~ t, t’ t of’ t~ itt .111011. t Ii
let sIc;) it ,~ iii ~. t~ II ~‘ ~l ~ .1111411:— \\‘ 11.11 I till).
fetus cisc! chIli1 jultics Ii(’ ilt%()h%(ilf
PART II — INSTRUCTIONS TO GENERAL SUPERVISORS AND DEPARTMENTAL OFFICIALS
Method of Distributing and Reviewing the Classification Questionnaires
“lull will bc sit 1)1)1 icc! with a toiss ulet e set of t hrt’e (:1
sifit’’ittttti Qiicstioiits~ires and a tisp~ 01 thesc Iristrut lions
for each eniphovee tinder sour supervisiittt.
GRe e;ccls em1)lcIsee a set of (IassiItcatiols (.2icesuiohc.
naires arid Instructions. .“tsk c’m1)ln\(’es who 11:15(2 0 tess
to t~ peSs’riters to wut k colt their :itiswers Ott tIC’ (1)1)5. ,itsil
then type thetis on the other lists coples. and iettctts the
tts’0 signed t’ pcwritten CO~)ies to snut without five ilt~s
.‘\sk those ensl.bo~ees who (1,11101 t\~C their own (hti(’%’
tiotltcaires IC) wtite their answc’rs (1i5 (SIte sh~ct ituil Itt tint
the omplete set to ~oti within use ch;iss, for t’pincz ~\‘1ieti
t~ped, retutn all three copies P1 the (‘tui1do~ecs. I 1.c’~e the
tis’n tspewritlers ‘opues ret ueisi’d. tl;itvd, signed. .1w1 re
turned to ‘no.
(iver etch empIn~ces (111(’stiotits:nrc :trefuIk lii st’e
that it is accurate anil complete. ‘Ihceis hill out Items 17
1(5 22, inc hisive. Thut’ getter_il super isor shiotill Ill outt
Items 17 to 2Oon mite ptesttotlll;tire Itit Os oh otuls those
ens p1os ecs 55 linus lie sit pervises.. tin1 tint rilr’nt ‘ lieu I
thou II not fill iii i Itese i (‘lOs lot’ c’iii~ itis ((5 is htotti ho’
re ts ti rcttcglt .i SO lieN (‘I III it C bit 1)151% in thi ise tic
whom lie :issigtts work dii cci R . In ill list ito es. the di
rector or tither :ciitnctsistr;ctise ohio ci. cit a rt’pl t’sntli;Iiise
tiesis~n;,ct’tt its hitic, siiiiichih loiikost’c Io~hu lit’ euhlihosc’es’
until uluc’ir supers stirs St,itelisetsi. anti inclic ne umber
liens 22 ;utt~ liii( ( difa( ic’s fcluisch cii liii the gecieu.il so
IC! wit non tlut’ ii ho cii ist I.ilIs e olhic ci . lot (‘Sc’! . slit iii
nc:i~ e ails ;dici;it c.’it iti i ht:itige it thi’ st.itetnl’tils lottie It~
a stun ru Ii ha t
if i Iu,r is .1 j c’u.~tt hi I h0 tsi lii cit cutter 50cc ishu i hi is liii
~it it ttils s.ii liii, ir ii t I Citil ?l( is c-c’ is tIll ,t~a iii lilt’ itt Iii
ucui~ liii’ t~i (‘st intl i5~ ire. I !e:ise siu11ihs :c i’l tic it ir 111,11 h’ isi
‘I’ll, nt_tim 4(111 .1”. Itt uti’,itcls Is is iossi III.’, liii’ Iii I liii
10 tilt Ills c’’ thu liii fill (lilt tie- 1(1111 .11111 lilt’ t t’.s~ is
Slit dliii I I i lii c Is 1111111 .ut ru. J f hit’ <-in IllS it’ T(’ttliccs, I
shut ttclil fill tlct .i itil sit hrts ii Its 1)1% it (III t’sl tilt itut ite,
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ITEM 17 — I)o not change he em~ ,ln~ cc’s stat cmcn ts. Riad
them through and then give sour upinton of their ic
rurac~ and completeness. Is it a good descriut ion of the
position? I-las he neglected to gise a full pit. ture of fits
(filLies and responsibiltties~ I las lie nversi:iteil diem? I his
he pu t emphasis on the wrung points? Eit tier ommen
generally on his statements or efer to sjie fi( items.
11 you have a number of Jiosit 10115 Uii(lCI ‘flu Whi( h arc
practically identical. it will b~ stlfh( lent 10 ;Inssser Items
18 to 21 full~ for one sw Ii position oiil~, arid tlit’ti refer
to such answers on the other (piesi lorillaires. ‘~i)t.i an
merck state, “Same as John Doe.”
ITEM 1 8 — Sum U~ what you consider to he he (fist 10-
guisiting asf)c( is of the eiitpIo~ccs jill). \Viiat ;irc the
most important functions c;irto’il on in this position?
~Vli:it operations in the job totiti ihiutte most to your or
gao i iat ion? Is the position a hegi ii iii rig or in atlv;i nt. (‘II
1)flC~
ITEMS 19 and 20—If the job involves any typing or
short ha nil, even if merel s i ncii lentti I, a nswcr these items
completely. If not, check ‘‘No.’’
ITEM 21 — ‘\Vi h full (Oil sit hera Lion of the dim ties anti re
s1,onsihilites of tluic position, tell what tire the basic quali.
fications of a person ~ Oil ‘.cOii 1(1 choose for the position
if it were to become vacant. What must he know? Of
what basic subjects. procedures, prr~c ples. laws, or regu.
lations must he have a knowledge? Must the knowledge
be thorough or is :t general knowledge or familiarity
sufficient?
W’h:it abilities or skills must a sucesslui emplo~(’(’
J)O5%c%S? I low ntu It formal editcat ion is necessary? W’fr;i t
I otirse or su hje ts are req ii ire I? \~‘Ii icfi are (lest rabie Im
riot essential? Is pre~ louts exper ience necessary? TI so, how
lii in Ii CXI erience, and in wfiti t t~ p~ of work? What de
gree of physical strength, agility, or endurance t% 11(1 Cs.
s,ix~? lot wfitt•t purpose is it used, c.g. for walking, lilting,
etc.? Please be as s1)c(lfic anti cumn1dete as ~Oti (un in an—
sweri rig t tiese 9 ilest 1005.
1 od ica ic, wherever possi hic, hot ii lie basic tj tnt Ii Iwa
lions re1itiret.l to fill the position~ and the desituthle quali—
ficat ions which ~ou would like to have iii a new tmnployee.
ITEM 22 —‘1 lie ommen ts macfe here by tie 1 lt’j a it ment
head or other adtninistrtttive oftier si’LoLilcl follow die
pro Cd tue suggested for the genera I sun pervisor iii It cots
17 amid 18 to the extent that ad(litional (OtflmnCrlt i~
needed.
Return of Completed Questionnaires
One copy of the questionnaire signed by emplo~ee,
general supervisor, and a(lministrative officer—the original
iii the t~ pewritten Lol)ics—sfiould be submitted [or t-a ii
employee in the department within no more than two
weeks of the date of ilist ri bu lion of the quest inn nut [es
to emplosees. The carbon copy of the completed type.
written form is for departmental files,




5~c. Soc. Number E ~ fl - fi fi LI
Hr. La.~t N .me Firot Middle lniti.l 4. Comm:,xion, Board, or Department
H r,.
Miii,
Ofic~al Tule of Poitition ~i. O~s’n,on or Intution
Uxual Working TitI~ of Po,ction 6. Sr-rtVion or Other Unit of Division or ~niititution
Regular &hrdule of Hour, of Work 7. Plai-c’ of Work or Headquarter,
From To
Total Hr per Wli — — —
ii. 8. Ia your work C 1- ull-Time C Part-Time C Year-round
Explain rotation of xhifk. if any:~‘ . C Scanonal . ~.j Temporary V
d. If work ix ~toVaonoVJ. (einporarl,. or part-lince, indicate part of year or ~iiopor
ur. —
of full-time: — — — - - —
V V 9. Do you receive any maintenaner I room, meal,, laundry, etc.) in additIon to
[Irs. of ‘~iiV(._ill’’ Inc V‘ V caah nalary? Q Yea C No
is~ih of Lunch l’rn~d per \~ L. V
Dcci nice li-Inn ii, tic ccl lie icork ~oii clii. I..,’ our o•~,i ~sorih,, acid IcicLe ,00r ilrciripuccii cii clear hat pcr~uc, jinfamilc,ir tutu sour vciik tan cnclin,iaciil SSIHLL ~cL
‘.uaclc iciliiiii,c.,I sh~cis 1 ccci cs_irs.
IM~ V WORK PERFOItMED LEAVE 8LANK
• Namc trul l’iIlc of Victir Imrncdiat~ Stipcr’icor: V V• V
Cite thc nJmrl and pasrrcll ticlrx of empliuteex c~nii xuipcrause, if fise or fewer. If ~oii tulporsuse more than flue cniplosec-x. gise Lhc numbcr tinder each title. It
sUpers inc nic eniploset-., it rile ‘‘cuocur.’ _________
- •
~ b.c are the nature and extent oi iniiruct.ons you retrise rrçardinç your •01*
Vtcat are nature and extent of rhe check or review of your stork
)ncribc your contacts with ckparinirnts other than your own, with outticle or,j.ni~a~ons, anti with the general public.
ri FJCATJON: I terti(y that the above answers are my own and are accurate and complete.
Employees Siçnaiore
STATEMENT OF GENERAL SUPERVISOR
omment on statements o1 employee. Indicate any exceptions or auditions.
VhaL do you consider tlit most, important duties of thi, position
ocx this poattion ineolve typing? 20. Does this position involve shorthand?
J~o CNo
JYes — Give %of time spent in typing % CD Yes — Give ç’, of time spent in taking shorthand.
(~ iicrjl Stipti i ~iir’~ Sigii~ittic ç•
STATEMENT OF DEPARTMENT HEAD OR OTHER ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
ricticate the qualifications which you think should be required in filling a future vacancy in this position. Keep the position itself in mind rather than the ~ualifirat.
C the individual who now occupie, it.
l3asic Qualifications Additional [)evirable Quislitications
Lion. grfler iii:
tion. vtiq’rial —





.1 krcowl.-dgrs. — —~
rs, ant chills:
cx, physical requir~ ~. . —
or oihr, facto,,
.iiitt~ii’iIt ott the ahoit,’ ct.itt’ttiviiis of lit’ t’tiililitsti.’ .iiitl lit’ cuhii’i i cult. hiiilit.ii.’ ant uialt itaLics or si.itciiiriit isitli isliich iou disugrcc.
Uvp.rtnwnt Heatl’v Signature.. . —
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